
ARGUMENTATIVE PHRASES FOR A FORMAL ESSAY

Below are examples of signposts that are used in argumentative essays. Signposts Signposting sentences explain the
logic of your argument. They tell the.

It fosters greed and breeds dissatisfaction while distracting us from focusing on more vital things. Click here
to apply for one of our courses today, including law , economics , business and engineering. Alternatevely, it
can end by expressing an opinion, in which case you state, directly or indirectly, that you are either in favour
of or against the topic, using appropriate expressions given above. In the example, I support the idea that
smoking is bad for your health â€”BUT- I recognise that it could have some benefits. However, you might
also like to paraphrase â€” make sure you credit the source though. Persuasive Usage: This is a useful word to
use when summarising which argument you find most convincing. We often see long sentences and
multisyllabic words where shorter sentences and simpler words would do. However, there are some occasions
when only formal communication will do. On the other hand Usage: Usage of this phrase includes introducing
a contrasting interpretation of the same piece of evidence, a different piece of evidence that suggests
something else, or an opposing opinion. Further more, not all parents are in a position to afford the goods
which their children see advertised and want to possess. This often leads to feelings of inadequacy, especially
among the less well-off. According to X; X stated that; referring to the views of Xâ€¦ Introducing the views of
subject experts is a crucial part of essay writing. On the other hand, the archaeological evidence presents a
somewhat less straightforward picture of what happened that day. Having said that, the archaeology tells a
different story. Casual and conversational phrases have no place in academic essays. However, do you not
agree that the drawbacks of a greedy, materialistic society far outweigh the advantages, and we need to be
careful that we do not lose sight of what is most important - a spirit of co-operation rather than competition?
However, Scholar B reached a different conclusion. Significantly Usage: Used to introduce a point that is
loaded with meaning that might not be immediately apparent. We have prepared some flashcards containing
linking words you can use in academic writing. How many of these words and phrases will you get into your
next essay? This is by no means an exhaustive list, but these are just a few of the academic phrases that can
improve your essay writing skills. Advertising is an effective way of selling new products, and many people
argue that its effectiveness brainwashes us into unnecessary spending.


